An ultrastructural and immunohistochemical study of microcystic meningioma with emphasis on matrix proteins and connexin 26 type gap junctions.
Although the histopathological subtypes of meningioma do not themselves appear to have prognostic significance, they are collectively important for defining the overall histopathological entity of microcystic meningioma (MCM) and allowing a distinction from other intracranial tumors, such as capillary hemangioblastoma, glioma, and metastatic renal cell carcinoma showing similar histology. Four cases of MCM were analyzed by conventional histology, immunohistochemistry, and electron microscopy. The present series of MCM was characterized by spindle- or cobweb-shaped tumor cells, characteristically associated small blood vessels, and a peculiar microcystic pattern. Among the microcystic meningeal tumor tissue, small areas of conventional subtypes were identified. Immunohistochemically, tumor cells showed the mesenchymal features of vimentin positivity and a rich distribution of matrix proteins around tumor cells. They lacked epithelial marker positivity but were faintly EMA positive. Ultrastructurally, primitive cellular junctions, desmosomes, and gap junctions were frequently seen between tumor cells. The gap junctions correlated with connexin 26 immunoreactivity. Although lacking an obvious epithelial nature, these features could be interpreted as showing an abortive differentiation mimicking meningothelial (arachnoidal) cells, which, physiologically, regulate cerebrospinal fluid between blood vessels and brain parenchyma.